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Abstract 

 

The Nurse Scheduling Problem (NSP) is a combination of optimization problem 

and important management functions performed by nurses which directly affected 

the hospital services and the patient care . The NSP is varied which tends to be 

solved with nature inspired search approaches such as particle swarm optimization 

(PSO). Hence, the main purpose of this paper is to utilize the PSO to find the 

balance of nurse assignment by considering the coverage demand and nurse 

preferences. The actual task of generating the nurse schedule is investigated in 

one of the public hospitals in Malaysia. The proposed algorithms are tested on the 

real data and the obtained results demonstrate that the proposed particle swarm 

optimization has better performance to cope with complex scheduling problem. 

The experimental results show that the guided randomly PSO algorithm is more 

effective in term of the time constraint and the feasible assignment solution. 
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1 Intoduction  
 

Staff scheduling is the process of constructing work timetables encoding for staff 

in order to satisfy the demand for services. The ability to develop a good staff 

schedule is a crucial process if the services demand round- the-clock and 

complicated balancing act between an organization’s need and the legal 

contractual obligations to its staff.  
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 This paper focuses on the hospital’s staff and nurse is the proposed staff to be 

scheduled. Usually hospital wards must be staffed 24 hours for 7 days a week by a 

limited number of staff, which is very difficult to satisfy everybody. At the same 

time, the scheduled nurses are aimed to achieve high patient services where legal 

and cost constraints are needed. Once the number of resources defining the 

success of each schedule is determined, more constraints occurring with a feasible 

schedule to satisfy and more conflicting objectives are identified. Indeed, NSP is 

well known as NP-hard problem due to occurring the modest growth of the 

resources and the number of potential solutions. Consequently, it has led to 

research initiative by utilizing such as mathematical programming, heuristic 

technique and artificial intelligence [1].  

 

1.1 Related works 

With the advance of information technology, there has been a significant 

development of various heuristics and metaheuristics method that help in solving 

a large size of real world problem [2],[3] and [4]. These three papers have 

provided fruitful discussion about various types of scheduling and nurse 

scheduling problem formulation as well.  

 The aim of this paper is to present a novel inspired-natured algorithm where 

certain natural phenomena were introduced in computer science in solving real 

world problems. The PSO based algorithms have been successful designed and 

applied in many research area such as in university timetabling [5], job shop 

scheduling [6], manufacturing scheduling [7] and care worker centre [8]. As 

shown in literature, nurse scheduling problem is a classical problem and various 

numbers of algorithms have been proposed. To date, there is still lack of study 

specifically applying PSO for solving NSP [9]. Moreover, the main contribution 

of this paper is to simplify the actual process of allocating shift to nurse by 

utilizing the new evaluation function in order to guide the searching process 

which aimed to find the optimal solution . 

 This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the Nurse Scheduling 

Problem (NSP) based on the real world problem in Malaysia public educational 

hospital. Then follows by the particle swarm optimization (PSO) approaches to 

the NSP which is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the experimental 

results and in conclusion and possible research directions are concluded in Section 

5. 

 

2 PSO and NSP 
 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based optimization algorithm 

that was originally proposed by Keneddy and Eberhart (1995). The concept 

initiated by each particle flies through the search space to look for the optimal 

solution. In PSO particles continuously adjust their position with velocities 

adjusted dynamically according to their previous behavior and the experience of 

their neighboring particles. The movement of a particle is influenced by its inertia, 

personal best position, and the global best position.  
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 Nurse problem is about allocating, subject to constraints, the available resources 

into slot in a pattern within scheduling period. The process need a lot of time to 

produce a good roster. As described in [10], there are four shifts a day starts with 

morning shift (M), evening shift (E), night (N) or day off (O). Holiday is defined 

as days off.  There are two levels of nurses either senior or junior. For each shift 

must be at least one senior. The challenges of assigning process is considered 

subject to hard and soft constraints. 

 Another important hard constraints are needed to be satisfied is the coverage 

demand from one shift to another. In order to satisfy the soft constraint optimally, 

each soft constraint is weighted according to its importance.The weight of each 

constraints are set based on discussion with head nurse. 

 

2.1 Solution representation 

 To start the PSO approach, the algorithm starts with random initialization of a 

particle’s position and velocity. In this section, this paper describes all the 

components of the algorithm.. 

Step 1 Initialization: The assignment of shift to each nurse is randomly generated. 

Then, for each nurse represents as one particle (solution). The position of particle 

represents the type of shift. The search space, represent as a matrix X , with size 

*N D  , where N  represents the number of particles and D  represents the total 

number for schedule period. Each particle t

iX  has a position,  

t

idX is a discrete number represented the type of assignments (M,E,N,O) for each 

pair (nurse, day). If the  t

idX =1 represent the morning shift (P),number 2 

represents the evening shift (PT), number 3 represents the night shift (M) and the 

number 4 represent the day off (F). 

If there are 5 nurses as N and the schedule period is 14 days as D , then the 

particle position vector has the value of 5 × 14 = 60 elements. Elements 1–14 

represent the nurse schedule  for the first nurse, 15–28 for the second nurse, 29 

to 42 for the third nurse, and so on. First, each particle is initialized and the range 

of the initial position is set between 1 and 4.  
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Step 2 Evaluate the fitness value: All the particle’s fitness value is obtained by 

the fitness function. It checks all violations of hard and soft constraints in every 

particle. The fitness function, MinWS  consist of two parts: vioC  associated with  
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the costs of coverage nurse to a given shift and vioH  with the costs of demand 

coverage for each day. Let c ∈ C be the set of soft constraints then, wc  is the 

weight associated with constraint c and nc the total number of violation. Thus 

the objective is to find a roster with the lowest overall penalty, denoted as 

MinWS  in Equation (3). 

Step 3 Updating particle’s position. After the particle position is initialized, 

each particle is assigned a rate of position change or velocity randomly. Just in the 

way the particles adjust its flight direction through referring to its own experience 

and population’s experience. The particles update the velocity and position 

according to the equations (4) and (5): 

 

   1

1 1 _ 2 2

t t t t

i i i best i best iV w v c r P X c r G X             (4) 

1t t t

i i iX X V     (5) 

 

Where t

iX  represents the position of the particles, t

iV  represents the velocity of 

the particles, w represents the inertia weight, which is the inertia weight value 

setting will have an effect on the velocity of particle position update and also 

indirectly on the next position the particle will move to. If the w  value setting is 

inappropriate, it is impossible to explore unknown areas and the search for the 

personal best and global best will also be affected. The 1c  and 2c  are the 

learning rates, which is a positive constant parameter called acceleration 

coefficients (which control the maximum step size of a particle) and  how to 

approach the new position either for close to the individual experience position or 

expecting close to the global experience position. The 1r  and 2r  are two random 

numbers independently generated, which are between 0 and 1. _i bestP  is a 

particle’s position at which the best fitness so far has been achieved. bestG  is the 

population global (or local neighborhood, in the neighborhood version of the 

algorithm) position at which the best fitness so far has been achieved. The first 

part of equation (4) is the “inertia”, determined by a particle’s previous velocity; 

the second part is the “individual cognition”, represents a particle’s own 

experience, which guides a particle to evolve into its _i bestP , the third part is the 

“social cognition”, denotes the cooperation and information sharing among the 

particles, which guides a particle to evolve into the population’s bestG . In addition, 

each particle will adjust its flight (evolution) direction by referring to its own 

experience and the population’s experience. 

 

 

3 Experimental Results 
 

In this study, the proposed PSO algorithm has been developed to overcome the 

nurse constrained optimization problems. A procedure is imposed to check the  
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feasibility of the candidate solutions in all stages of the search process. The 

proposed technique has been implemented in MATLAB 2012b language 

programming and executed on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU 2.27 GHz 2.27 GHz 

with 4GB RAM and Windows 7 64 bit operating system. The setting of the PSO 

parameters is as follows: particle number is 5; inertia weight, w  is dynamic 

configuration where w decreases linearly from 0.9 to 0.4 and both learning factors 

1c  and 2c  is set at 2. The stopping criterion for PSO evolution is that the 

evolution would stop until the maximum iteration. Table 2 shows the result of the 

experiment. 

 

 

Table 2 Analysis of Quality Solution for Scheduling Based on Iteration 

2
0

 I
te

ra
ti

o
n
 

  Penalty Nurse Coverage FV 

Particle n Avg.SC Avg HC Total Nurse Avg. per day   

P1 126 85 228 16 4.45 

P2 89 90 215 17 3.78 

P3 87 71 213 17 3.33 

P4 62 66 210 17 2.71 

P5 86 76 204 17 3.40 
 

Number of nurses 

Shift 

/Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14   Total 

Morning 7 5 8 8 6 7 5 9 6 5 7 7 6 4 90 

Evening 5 5 5 4 4 6 9 5 9 7 3 7 9 9 87 

Night 4 4 6 5 8 2 4 4 3 8 6 1 4 4 63 

Total 16 14 19 17 18 15 18 18 18 20 16 15 19 17 240 
 

 

3
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te

ra
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o
n

s 

 

  Penalty Nurse Coverage FV 

Particle n Avg.SC Avg 

HC 

Total 

Nurse 

Avg. 

per 

day 

  

P1 82 86 228 16 3.52 

P2 70 100 215 15 3.57 

P3 110 105 213 15 4.50 

P4 114 95 210 15 4.38 

P5 78 110 204 15 3.93 
 

Number of nurses 

Shift 

/Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total 

Morning 5 2 5 5 6 8 2 9 4 5 4 4 7 3 69 

Evening 7 4 4 6 2 3 5 5 4 2 5 5 3 6 61 

Night 5 8 9 3 9 6 10 6 6 6 7 7 7 9 98 

  Total 17 14 18 14 17 17 17 20 14 13 16 16 17 18 228 
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Penalty Nurse 

Coverage 

FV 

Particle n Avg.SC   Avg. 

HC 

Total 

Nurse 

Avg. 

per 

day 

 

P1 3  129 269 21 2.77 

P2 8  133 270 21 2.97 

P3 3  129 270 21 2.77 

P4 9  133 269 21 2.98 

P5 9   133 269 21 2.98 
 

Number of nurses 

Shift/ 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total   

Morning 18 19 19 19 19 20 19 20 19 19 20 19 21 19 252 

Evening 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 9 

Night 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 8 

Total 20 21 20 21 20 21 20 21 20 21 21 21 21 21 269 
 

 

(Avg=Average, FV=Fitness value, SC=Soft constraints, HC=Hard Constraints) 
 

 

 By using five particles and ten runs of the algorithm, the optimal solution is not 

only based on the penalty of soft constraint but also penalty of the hard constraint. 

The quality of schedule is measured by the distribution of a number of working 

nurses for each shift and the distribution of shift for each day within the 

scheduling period. These results show the factor maximum iteration = 20 gives 

slightly better result than maximum iteration = 50, based on the P4 has the 

minimum penalty than P1. Although the minimum fitness value between 20 

iteration and 50 iteration is 0.06 , but the result for 50 iteration is not feasible due 

to the minimum coverage demand is not satisfied.  

 This is due to random error or the probabilistic characteristic of PSO, the particle 

swarm optimization can satisfy the minimum fitness value but the feasible 

schedule is not achieved due to the distribution of a number of working nurses is 

assigned for one shift .Hence, it can be concluded that the maximum iteration = 20 

with 5 particles is sufficient for PSO to converge. In addition, the function 

MinWS  is able to guide searching process and to express both the hard constraint 

and soft constraint .  

 

4 Conclusion 
 

A The main objective of particle swarm optimization (PSO) is to solve nurse 

scheduling problem for a Malaysia public hospital. The focus are on a balance 

nurses assignment and dynamic constraints priority. This approach has saved a lot 

of time and effort by automatically generate monthly nurse scheduling.  For 

future work, one of the main challenges is to compare with other algorithms in 

order to solve the dynamic situations. However, it is still considering the 

preferences of the nurses, a load balancing of the work and complex nurses 

scheduling problems.  
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